
SRISHTI – INNOVATION EXCHANGE
DATE: 25,26 and 27th july 2022

VENUE: BMS COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

As the world progressed, new problems arose. As problems arose, people began to engineer and
solve them. They began to provide complex problems with solutions and made complex
solutions simple. With a boom in formal technical education at the beginning of the millennium
in India, a lot of Engineering colleges were set up. India underwent a rapid shift due to the
liberalization and globalization regime. A lot of avenues were opened to the youth to set up new
enterprises and realize their potential. However, most colleges were not able to instill the spirit of
engineering. A lot of emphasis was laid on theoretical learning. Taking due consideration of all
the issues in the system, SRISHTI was unveiled. SRISHTI was the brainchild of VSS trust.

What is SRISHTI?
SRISHTI – an icon for creativity, innovation and challenge celebrates yet another success. Srishti
begins with the objective of providing a platform to the creative enthusiastic students, budding
scientists, and to give an insight to the entrepreneurial avenues wide open to them. Srishti is also
an effort to develop industry, institution interaction and bridge the gap between the contemporary
needs of the industry and the R&D in the college premises. Scientists and Engineers are the
drivers of progress; innovation is the key to unlocking a better world.

Objectives of SRISHTI :
1.       Provide a platform to all students across Karnataka to exhibit their engineering acumen.
2.       Connect institutes and young minds of our country with various industries.
3.       Igniting the spirit of innovation.
4.       Encourage students to solve local problems with technology.
5.       Avoid duplication of final year projects.
6.       Instill students with a sense of entrepreneurship
7.     Last-Mile engagement with all the Engineering students across Karnataka

ABOUT YUVAKA SANGHA

Yuvaka Sangha is a Bengaluru based not-for-profit organization working for the development of
youth, presently Member of National Youth Advisory Committee, Ministry of Youth Affair &
Sports, Govt of India. It was initially started for the freedom movement and further as a small
news reading and reference center in 1944, which has now emerged as a prominent place for
college students looking for an affordable and accessible support system for quality education.



Post- independence, in 1948, free coaching classes were also organized for lower secondary
school going children and in 1950 and 1960, free coaching classes were also started for higher
secondary and bachelor degree respectively. Yuvaka Sangha has inspired and still continues to
inspire and educate thousands of needy students even today. Since its inception, it has
encouraged, motivated and enlightened around 1,25,000 students. Yuvaka Sangha has been
working on several projects focusing on the grass root issues prevalent in the community.
Keeping Education as the focal point, Yuvaka Sangha is involved in various activities beginning
from school education to higher education.

ABOUT BMS COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
BMSCE is the first private sector initiative in engineering education in India. Over the past 74
years of its illustrious existence, the institution has produced more than 40,000 engineers/leaders
who have enriched the world through their immense contributions for mankind. Started with only
03 undergraduate courses, BMSCE today offers 13 Undergraduate & 16 Postgraduate courses
both in conventional and emerging areas. 14 of its Departments are recognized as Research
Centers offering PhD/M.Sc (Engineering by Research) degrees in Science, Engineering and
Management. The College has been effectively practicing outcome based education. The College
has one of the largest student populations amongst engineering colleges in Karnataka. Currently
about 5000 students are pursuing their higher studies in BMSCE. More than 350 research
scholars are pursuing their PhD Degree in BMSCE Research Centers.

Srishti 2022 was organized by vidyarthi shikshana seva trust in association with VTU and BMS college of
engineering from 25th july 2022 to 27th july 2022. Highlights of the event were 217 projects were
showcased from 113 engineering colleges from across karnataka. 20 parallel stream-wise events were
conducted. 1600 students, 150 jury members from industry and research organizations participated in the
3 day event. Totally 20lakh worth prizes were given. ISRO chairman, VTU VC minister of higher
education, member of UGC, VC of various universities were distinguished guests who participated in the
event.

Day 1: 25-07-2022

Registration process and allotment of stalls along with stream events of electrical engineering. The Robo
war event was a great success where 11 teams participated and an arena was created to international
standards and prizes were distributed. Total 217 projects were provided with stalls and 8 teams started
their hackathon on development of the NGO management system. Inauguration was done by ISRO
Chairman Mr.Somnath, Minister of Higher education Sri. Ashwathnarayana, Sri Shailesh Tyagi Chairman
STPI, Sri Aviram Sharma Trustee BMSET and Dr S Muralidhar Principal BMSCE. After the inauguration
dignitaries visited a few stalls and appreciated the efforts put by the students into the projects and



appreciated the efforts put by the srishti team and BMS college of engineering management into
organizing such a huge event in a short period of time.

Day 2: 26-07-2022

Day 2 started with students setting up stalls and preparing for evaluation where jury members from
industry, academic and research institutes evaluated the projects on given rubrics in 9 different themes.
Highlight of Day 2 was idea and business pitch in which 63 pitches from 56 colleges were made on social
issues and solutions and was inaugurated by Dr M K Sridhar member UGC later he also visited stalls.
Computer science stream events were organized on day 2 a total of 5 events in which 59 teams
participated. Awards for these competitions were given at the end of the day and 4 of these were further
selected for incubation which would be done by STPI and yuvaka sangha jointly. Totally 150 jury
members helped in completing the erroneous task of evaluation process.

Day 3: 27-07-2022

Day 3 started by organizing mechanical engineering stream events in which bridge building and quiz was
done and around 37 teams actively participated. Any evaluation left out was completed. The event
valedictory was done in the evening and prizes were distributed. A total of 20 lakh worth prizes were
distributed. STPI organized a talk on IOT and gave IOT boards worth 15000 for free to select 4 batches of
students to encourage their zeal for knowledge. The vice chancellor of university Dr Karisiddappa Graced
the occasion and visited the stalls and heartily appreciated the college management and staff for
organizing the event without any hiccups.

The three events had many industry experts wanting to incubate and support a few ideas and more than
300 volunteers from 37 different colleges including 45 from BMS college of engineering worked for more
than a week to make the event a grand success. As per the traditions of srishti the championship awards
were distributed. Srishti 2022 champions were Dayanada sagar college of engineering. Runner up was
shared by KLE technological university Hubli and gogte institute of technology belagavi jointly. The
student friendly college award was presented to AJ institute of engineering and technology mangalore and
AGM rural college of engineering and technology varur hubli.


